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What is the WDCS Shorewatch Programme?

WDCS Shorewatch is a network of trained volunteers monitoring the presence and absence
of whales and dolphins at selected sites around the Scottish coastline, in order to raise
awareness and capture vital data crucial to the long term future of these amazing animals.
What does this mean?
Trained volunteers – Shorewatch volunteers attend a half-day training course in which they learn
the basics of cetacean-ID and how to do a 10-minute WDCS Shorewatch. This means that all
watches are carried out in the same way and that we can compare watches between observers.
Presence and absence - WDCS Shorewatch is different than simply reporting that a whale or
dolphin has been seen. We are also recording the amount of watches that observers complete even when a whale or dolphin was not sighted - so that we know whether animals were sighted 1
in 10 times or 1 in 100 times. We can then compare this sighting rate between seasons and years.
Selected sites – Shorewatch volunteers will share equipment and complete watches from
selected sites so that we can build up effort in these locations rather than spread along the coast.
This enables us to compare sighting rates between locations and identify areas that are regularly
used by whales and dolphins which might need protection. We can also see if these ‘hot spots’
change over time.
Raise awareness – Shorewatch volunteers are given training so that they are comfortable and
confident answering questions about their watches and whales and dolphins. Many visitors and
even local people are unaware that they can see these amazing animals in Scotland and that
we must protect their marine environment. Shorewatch volunteers become ambassadors for the
whales and dolphins.
Long term future – WDCS will use the data that you collect to better understand the movements
of coastal species and inform decision makers. It is vital to understand which areas might be key
habitat for whales and dolphins and monitor how they use these areas over time. Such data will
also be valuable towards informing planning decisions in future developments.
WDCS Head of Scottish Policy, Sarah Dolman, commented on the need for the Shorewatch
Programme saying, “It is vital to understand which areas might be key habitat for these amazing
animals. We basically need to have eyes on the sea around the entire Scottish coastline; this is
why community participation is so important to the long term management of marine species and
their homes.”
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Shorewatch at Spey Bay - a Case Study

In recent years, trained volunteer observers have conducted dedicated visual dolphin surveys
from the WDCS Wildlife Centre in Spey Bay. Observers watched for 10 minutes every hour,
giving them an adequate chance to determine whether dolphins were present. When dolphins
were sighted details about the number present, basic behaviours and location were recorded.
Observers used the naked eye and binoculars (7 x 50), collected information about the
environment and boat traffic, and recorded data into spreadsheets.

Figure 1. Land-based visual observations & recording
being undertaken during a WDCS Shorewatch

The data collected from this study was analysed to determine its usefulness towards the longterm monitoring of the site and as part of large monitoring aims and determining the effectiveness
of volunteer observers in collecting useful data. To this end, the data were analysed towards the
following questions:
1. Is there any evidence that dolphin presence / absence differ from year to year? From month to
month? If so, how so?
2. How can we quantify the probability of sighting dolphins in this area during the survey period?
3. Can these methods be successfully applied at other land-based observation platforms? What
additional considerations are required?
This analysis is represented graphically on the next page and clearly demonstrates that
the Shorewatch Project is capable of collection a long-term and year-round data set that can be
analysed to determine annual and seasonal trends in dolphin presence in the area. In the light
of increasing evidence of the dolphin population ranging into and inhabiting areas outside of the
Special Area of Conservation in the inner Moray Firth (Wilson et al., 2004; Stockin et al., 2006;
Culloch & Robinson, 2008; Weir et al., 2008), it is vital to understand which other areas might
be key habitat for these animals. Expanding data collection to include other sites both within
and outside of the SAC boundaries would make a positive addition to any broader monitoring
across this area. Such data will also be valuable towards informing planning decisions in future
developments. Do you want to make a difference? Become a Shorewatcher… contact WDCS at
shorewatch@wdcs.org or 01343 820 339.
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Figure 1. Dolphin presence at Spey Bay varies with each month across the year. (Stacked
histogram of dolphin-positive / dolphin-negative shorewatch days by month from land-based
observations at the WDCS Wildlife Centre and SPUE showing 95% confidence intervals)
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Figure 2. Dolphin presence at Spey Bay has increased from 2005/2006 to 2009. (Histogram of percentage
of dolphin-positive shorewatch days (5+) (showing 95% confidence intervals) from land-based observations
at WDCS Wildlife Centre (April – September, 2005 – 2009)
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What is a WDCS Shorewatch Volunteer?

The objective of the WDCS Shorewatch Programme is for community members to become
stewards of whales, dolphins and the marine habitat which is their home. We will train up
dedicated volunteers and send them out onto headlands and vantage points, armed with scientific
binoculars, and a keen sense of spirit - promoting conservation in action!

As a WDCS Shorewatch Volunteer, you will:
•

Attend a half or full day WDCS Shorewatch training day on topics including Shorewatch
protcol, cetacean species-ID, strandings and raising awareness;

•

Conduct 10-minute Shorewatches from a local Shorewatch site (you can watch as little
or as often as is convenient for you but it must be from a specified Shorewatch site);

•

Use WDCS Shorewatch equipment (marine binoculars, watch kit);

•

Become part of a Scotland-wide Shorewatch monitoring network;

•

Raise awareness about whales and dolphins in Scotland, join Shorewatch events;

•

Receive seasonal Shorewatch newsletters, information about whales and dolphins in
Scottish waters and access to WDCS expertise about cetacean issues; and

•

Be taking action on behalf of whales and dolphins along your local coastline!

WDCS Head of Scottish Policy, Sarah Dolman, commented on the need for the Shorewatch
Programme saying, “It is vital to understand which areas might be key habitat for these amazing
animals. We basically need to have eyes on the sea around the entire Scottish coastline; this is
why community participation is so important to the long term management of marine species and
their homes.”
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Shorewatch partner groups

The objective of the WDCS Shorewatch Programme is for partner groups and community
volunteers to become stewards of whales, dolphins and the marine habitat in which they
live. Does your group or organisation want to get trained to collect valuable data about
the whales and dolphins that visit your local coastline? Are you able to host Shorewatch
equipment to be used by local volunteers? Do you want to contribute to conservation
initiatives in your area? Become a WDCS Shorewatch partner group!
WDCS will provide:
•

Training to conduct Shorewatches, to identify local species of whales and dolphins and to
be comfortable talking to members of the public about cetaceans and the issues that they
face in Scottish waters;

•

Equipment to conduct Shorewatches at your site;

•

Site visits by the WDCS Conservation Officer and support / promotion of events supporting
Shorewatch and marine stewardship;

•

Data collection and management – data will be used to inform local and national
conservation efforts; and

•

Regular feedback in the form of regular e-newsletters and current events.

Partner groups will undertake:
•

To host Shorewatch equipment and provide regular access to a site with a suitable view of
the sea for shore-based cetacean observations;

•

Attendance of all observers at a WDCS Shorewatch training day;

•

Regular 10 minute watches (hourly, daily, weekly or even monthly!) regardless of whether
a whale or dolphin is seen;

•

Completion and return of data sheets, regardless of whether whales / dolphins were seen;

•

Conversation and outreach to members of the public who may be interested in what you
are doing and hearing more about whales, dolphins or Shorewatch; and

•

A sense of fun, enthusiasm and adventure – you’ll be outside with the opportunity to enjoy
the stunning Scottish coast and the chance to see a whale or dolphin!
Contact us at shorewatch@wdcs.org or 01343 820 339
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The WDCS Shorewatch Training Day

WDCS will provide training and support in appropriate land-based research techniques so that
volunteers are confident in the collection of high quality data across this network of sites. In
coordination with the Scottish Agricultural College (SAC) and British Divers Marine Life Rescue
(BDMLR), volunteers will be made aware of how to manage situations involving stranded whales
and dolphins. Finally, volunteers will receive training as naturalists/visitor guides to promote the
value of the marine environment in Scotland, raise awareness of the conservation issues affecting
the animals and highlight the need to protect the natural heritage of the region to the general
public. In this way, Shorewatchers will collect valuable observational data but will also become
ambassadors for the animals themselves.

At WDCS Shorewatch training, you will cover:
•

Introduction - to WDCS and to the
Shorewatch Programme;

•

The WDCS Shorewatch protocol - how to
watch and how to use the equipment;

•

Species ID - Identifying the whales and
dolphins that are likely to be found in
Scottish waters;

•

Stranded animals - what to do, how to
identify them, why strandings information
is vitally important to conservation;

•

Local sites - where to watch and who else
is watching in your area;

•

Raising awareness - how to talk to people
about whales and dolphins;

•

Current events - what is happening with
whales, dolphins and their environment in
Scottish waters? In your local area?

WDCS Shorewatch training

Practicing the protocol with Shorewatch equipment
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